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FBMKLCI 1,635.31

-6.31 -0.38%

| SHANGHAI 2,576.65

DJIA 23,675.64

+82.66 +0.35%

|

| NIKKEI 21,115.45

-21.32 -0.82%
FTSE 6,701.59

-71.65 -1.06%

LOCAL NEWS

55

GLOBAL NEWS

General

Felda identifies 31
strategic initiatives for
transformation plan

Business

on boards of public
listed firms

General

women participation

Business

Malaysia leads ASEAN in

was the ranking of
Malaysia Human
Capital Index (HCI)
by World Bank

28 mil

40 years

World Bank sees
Malaysia's economy
slowing down

Economy

of Shenzen’s
reform

office in Malaysia

Business

LinkedIn to set up

Technology

strong pitch in London

$100 million in a
scooter sharing startup
Grab eyes cheaper
fares with Toyota vehicle
maintenance tie-up

workforce: 4 first steps
to training your team on
AI
The rise of the

Self-Help

startup Klean makes

Indian ride-hailing
company Ola invests

Adapting to the digital

Entrepreneurship

DID YOU KNOW?

Malaysia-based

Entrepreneurship

was the number of
LinkedIn members
in ASEAN

-160.06 -0.61%

'Accidental'
Entrepreneur
Netflix, Facebook, Google
and Amazon keep the

Entrepreneur
Index™ above water
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